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Mexico City, July 24, 2019 

 

GMéxico Transportes, S.A.B. de C.V. (“GMXT” - BMV: GMXT*).  

 

EBITDA.- During 2Q19, GMXT achieved P$5.59 billion in EBITDA, 8% higher than 2Q18, 

and a 45.9% EBITDA margin—a 150bp increase, and a record for GMXT. 

 

Revenues.- During 2Q19, revenues grew 4% compared to 2Q18, mainly driven by the 

Automotive and Industrial segments. Transported volumes were higher than in 2Q18 in 

tons-km.  

 

Net Profit.- Decreased 14%, given a rise in current and deferred taxes, as well as 

depreciation (35%), largely due to the implementation of accounting standard IFRS 16 

(Financial Leasing).  Net Profit was also affected by a loss recognized from our stake in 

our associate Ferrocarril Terminal del Valle de México S.A. de C.V.  

 

Investments 2019.- Given the growth and development we expect in the railway 

transportation sector and in Mexico, we continue with our historical investment plan 

totaling P$9.05 billion pesos in various projects for capacity expansion, automated 

signaling, and infrastructure improvement that will enable us grow, improve our service, 

and refine our efficiency.  In addition, the successful implementation of the new Master 

Service Plan allowed us to improve asset utilization, and to achieve a reduction of 

P$1.13 billion pesos in capital investments.  We also believe our investment program 

will increase the positive impact Ferrosur will make in the near future by contributing 

to the development plan for the Isthmus and South of Mexico. 
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Growth of the Automotive Segment. – This segment showed accrued growth of 20% in 

revenues, 7% in Tons-Km, and 5% in cars hauled. The increase in revenues was mainly 

due to the rise in demand from the US west coast and an expansion of our market 

share. 

 

Growth of the Industrial Segment. - The segment showed 15% accrued growth in 

revenues in the second quarter, 22% in tons-km, and 8% in cars hauled, given the 

higher demand for finished goods in North America and higher wastepaper import 

volumes coming into Mexico.   

 

Growth of the Chemicals Segment. – The accrued figure for the second quarter shows 

that the segment gained 5% in revenues and 4% in cars hauled, with Tons-Km 

remaining flat. This is due to the increase in fertilizer imports, as well as a recovery of 

plastic resins routes. 
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Results by Segment 

Contribution by segment in terms of revenues, tons-km, and cars hauled up to June 

30, 2019: 

Note: Revenues and Tons-Km figures stated in millions 
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Important Productivity Improvements. - GMXT continues to increase its productivity 

results through new operating efficiency plans and ongoing assessments. 

 

We are proud to report that all our Efficiency Indicators showed improvements during 

2Q19, due to the implementation of “Precision Scheduled Railroading”, and our 

strategic investments made since late 2018. 

 

During the second quarter, average train length increased 4.6% to 1,823 meters, 

which enables us to transport the same loads with fewer trains, saving on crews 

and freeing railway capacity to keep improving speed, thus increasing asset 

productivity and utilization.  

 

Train Velocity increased 3.7% from the levels seen in the second quarter of 2018. 

 

Gross tons per train rose by 3.2% to 6,064 tons per train.  

 

We report our key operating metrics on a consolidated level up to June 30, 2019:  

 
 

Dividend.- The Management Board approved on July 15, 2019 a cash dividend of $0.30 

pesos per outstanding share, to be paid in a single installment on August 26, 2019. 

This translates into an annualized dividend yield of 5.34%. 
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GMXT Conference Call to Discuss Second Quarter 2019 Results  
 

 

GMéxico Transportes, S.A.B. de C.V. (“GMXT” - BMV: GMXT*). 

 

 

GMXT will hold a conference call to discuss the results for the second quarter of 2019 with the 

investment community on July 24th, 2019 at 11:00 a.m. (Mexico time).  

 

A question and answer session for analysts and investors will follow the call. 

 

To participate, please dial 10 minutes before the start of the conference: 

(844) 868-5860    (Participants from United States and Canada) 

(215) 372-9505    (Participants outside the United States) 

01 800 9269157    (From Mexico) 

Confirmation Code: 9389943 

 

During the conference call, please join the live presentation through 

Webex at the following link: 

 

https://ferromex.webex.com/meet/gmxt.ereports 
 

A replay of the call will be available 2 hours after the end of the call and until August 7, 

2019. 

 

(855) 859-2056     (Participants from the United States) 

(404) 537-3406    (Participants outside the United States) 

Confirmation code: 9389943 

 

Investor Relations:   

Genaro Guerrero 

Grupo México Transportes 

Bosque de los Ciruelos 99, 

Bosques de las Lomas,    

CDMX, México, DF, 11700.   

(52) 55 5246-37-00 

e-mail: contacto@gmxt.mx     

website: www.gmxt.mx  

https://ferromex.webex.com/meet/gmxt.ereports
mailto:contacto@gmxt.mx
http://www.gmxt.mx/
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